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Abstract

We consider ultra narrow-line lasers based on doubly-resonant fiber cavities, describe ex‐
perimental techniques, and present two methods for passive stabilization of single-fre‐
quency fiber Brillouin lasers. In the first approach, Brillouin fiber laser is passively
stabilized at the pump resonance frequency by employing the self-injection locking phe‐
nomenon. We have demonstrated that this locking phenomenon delivers a significant
narrowing of the pump laser linewidth and generates the Stokes wave with linewidth of
about 0.5 kHz. In the second methodology, the fiber laser is stabilized with an adaptive
dynamical grating self-organized in un-pumped Er-doped optical fiber. The laser radiates
a single-frequency Stokes wave with a linewidth narrower than 100 Hz. The ring resona‐
tors of both presented lasers are simultaneously resonant for the pump and the Stokes ra‐
diations. For adjusting the double resonance at any preselected pump laser wavelength,
we offer a procedure that provides a good accuracy of the final resonance peak location
with ordinary measurement and cutting errors. The stable regime for both Brillouin lasers
is observed during some intervals, which are interrupted by short-time jumping-inter‐
vals. The lasers’ stability can be improved by utilizing polarization-maintaining (PM) fi‐
ber configuration and a cavity protection system.

Keywords: Brillouin fiber laser, self-injection locking, ring fiber resonator

1. Introduction

Stimulated Brillouin Scattering (SBS) is the nonlinear process with the lowest threshold in
optical fibers [1]. SBS in optical fiber is very valuable for numerous applications such as fiber
lasers, fiber amplifiers, fiber sensors, and optical processing of radio-frequency signals [2-9].

Recently developed Brillouin fiber lasers with the so-called doubly-resonant cavity (DRC)
demonstrate low threshold, high spectral purity, and low intensity noise [10]. These lasers are
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very promising for a variety of special uses, such as coherent interferometric sensing, optical
communication, microwave photonics, and coherent radar detection [11-13].

The Stokes wave in these lasers is generated within a short fiber ring cavity, which is simul‐
taneously resonant for the pump and the Stokes radiations. This configuration also delivers
the minimal Brillouin threshold. However, stable operation of the DRC Brillouin laser is
extremely sensitive to the resonance detuning between the pump frequency and the ring cavity
mode. Typically, in order to obtain an established single-longitudinal mode (SLM) operation,
various types of active stabilization systems that adjust the cavity length or alter the frequency
of the pump laser are used [11-12].

In Sections 3 and 4, we report two schemes of passively stabilized SLM DRC Brillouin lasers.

1. In the first scheme, the single-mode doubly-resonant Brillouin fiber laser is passively
stabilized at the pump resonance frequency by employing the self-injection locking
phenomena. Optical self-injection locking has drawn a lot of attention for optical com‐
munication application as an efficient technique to improve the spectral and polarization
properties of semiconductor lasers [14-16]. The physical phenomena observed with optical
feedback in DFB varied from linewidth narrowing with weak feedback to irregular chaotic
oscillations with the strong one [14,17]. In this work, we utilize self-injection locking for
matching the DFB pump laser frequency with the Brillouin laser resonance cavity mode
as well as for decreasing the pump laser linewidth.

2. In the second approach, the pump fiber laser is stabilized with a population inversion
grating imprinted in an un-pumped Er-doped optical fiber.

In Section 2, we present a special procedure for the precise setting of the ring fiber cavity to
the double resonance condition at any preselected pump wavelength. We show that experi‐
mental record of the cavity Brillouin response to a frequency scan of the pump laser allows
calculating the excess ring cavity length that must be removed from the ring in order to shift
the Brillouin resonance to the right position. We have demonstrated that the proposed
algorithm delivers a good accuracy of the resonance peak location with ordinary measurement
and cutting errors.

2. Adjustment of double resonance in Brillouin fiber lasers

Doubly-resonant Brillouin laser cavity should be simultaneously resonant for the pump and
the Stokes radiations. The free spectral range (FSR) of the fiber cavity with a length of about
several meters is equal to tenths of MHz. Therefore, typical pump DFB laser can be easily
adjusted to a cavity mode by current or temperature setting. The problem then is how to keep
this matching despite random deviations of the cavity length and/or pump laser frequency.
However, even if we provide precise and stable coincidence of the pump laser frequency with
one of the cavity resonant modes, it does not guarantee the resonance for the down-shifted
Stokes wave for short cavities.
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In this paragraph, we present an algorithm and an experimental technique for the adjustment
of the double resonance of the fiber optical ring cavities at any preselected wavelength. The
experimental setup is depicted in Fig. 1.

Figure 1. Double resonance peaks recorded with single wavelength scan.

A fiber ring cavity with the lengths about 4 m is pumped by a tunable laser Agilent 81940A
with 100 kHz linewidth and output power up to 25 mW. The behavior of the fiber-optic ring
resonator is very similar to a linear Fabry-Perot cavity, so the ports B and A are equivalent to
the reflected and the transmitted ports of the linear cavity, respectively. Figure 1 also illustrates
how the double resonance looks in the experiment. When the tunable laser sweeps in the
interval 1540–1560 nm synchronously with oscilloscope trace, the Stokes peaks appear only
for the certain pump wavelengths that correspond to the double resonance condition.

The length L of the fiber inside the ring defines the FSR of the cavity:

   / ,FSR c nL= (1)

where c is the speed of light in a vacuum, and n is the refractive index of the SMF-28 fiber equal
to 1.468 at 1550 nm [18].

The double resonance is achieved when the Brillouin shift νB is equal to an integer multiple of
the FSR (see Fig. 2):

   ,B m FSRn = (2)

where m is an integer, which here we refer to as the order of the Stokes peak.
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With this condition, the cavity became resonant for both the pump and Stokes radiations,
which drastically reduces the SBS threshold and leads to Stokes peaks emergence.

Figure 2. Doubly-resonant conditions.

In order to find the doubly-resonant states, we adjust the Brillouin shift by tuning the wave‐
length of the pump laser λp, because the Brillouin shift depends on pump wavelength as:

( ) 2n ,A
B p

p

V
n l

l
= (3)

where VA ≈ 5800 m/s [19] is the acoustic velocity in the optical fiber.

For a precise measurement of the acoustic velocity, we have developed the experimental setup
presented in Fig. 3. The radiation of the tunable laser at a fixed wavelength equal to 1549.7 nm
was injected into the cavity ring through the circulator OC and the coupler C1. This wavelength
was chosen to lead to Stokes emission in the ring cavity. The beat frequency between the Stokes
component and the backscattered Rayleigh radiation of the pump is registered at port A with
an RF spectrum analyzer HP 70908A. This beat frequency was found to be equal to 10.87689
GHz, which gives us with eq. 3 an acoustic velocity equal to 5740 m/s, so very close to the
expected theoretical value.

The resonant coupling between the scanning pump laser and the cavity mode occurs during
very short multiple time intervals. Indeed, the increase of the transmitted pump power at the
resonance is accompanied by a decrease of the reflected power as shown in Fig. 4. Strong pulses
at the Stokes wavelength are recorded at port C when the pump power is sufficient to exceed
the Brillouin threshold. These pulses are red-shifted by ~0.08 nm from the pump wavelength
and can only appear when the Brillouin frequency shift is an integer multiple of the FSR.
Moreover, there is a perfect synchronization between these Stokes pulses and the transmitted
ones. This is precisely the double resonance condition.

In order to estimate the exact position of the double resonance peaks, we use an averaging
procedure. Envelopes of the Stokes pulses after averaging of 7 laser scans, recorded for initial
unadjusted cavity, are shown in Fig. 5.
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The order of the envelope peak m can be found from the eqns. (1–3) as the nearest integer
function [20]:

1
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(4)

where λm, λm-1 are the central wavelengths of the neighboring m and (m-1) – orders of the
envelopes inside the measuring interval.

Figure 4. Signals at double resonance during the scanning.

Figure 3. Experimental setup for precise acoustic velocity measurement.
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Figure 5. Stokes envelopes vs. pump wavelength after 7 scans averaging for initial and adjusted cavities.

The DFB pump laser we use in the Brillouin ring laser has a fixed wavelength equal to 1549.7
nm. As we see from Fig. 5, the envelope positions for unadjusted cavity are noticeably away
from the wanted wavelength λ0 = 1549.7 nm. The nearby peaks to λ0 Stokes envelopes have
central wavelengths equal to 1547.9 nm and 1555 nm, which corresponds to m = 219 and m-1
= 218, respectively (see Fig. 5).

From the eqns. (1–3), we find that to move the l  -order envelope peak, calculated for the original
cavity, to its new position with the central wavelength equal to λ0, we should reduce the cavity
length by ∆L:

( )02 ,
2 m

A

cL m l
n V

l lD = - (5)

Figure 6 shows the lengths ΔL calculated for our experimental data as a function of m-l. In
theory, we can move to the new position any envelope peak that is located at the right side
from λ0 [20]. For example, we can move at the required position the nearest 218-order peak
(m - l = 1), but technically it is difficult to splice the fiber when cutting less than 2-cm piece of
the fiber. In the experiment, we replace the 217-order peak (m - l = 2) to the preselected
wavelength 1549.7 nm, by cutting ΔL = 3.3 cm piece of the fiber. As we can see in Fig. 5, the
result of the adjustment is in good agreement with the analytical estimation.
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Figure 6. Cutting length ΔL vs. difference in peak orders m-l.

Let us now consider the uncertainties of the algorithm for adjusting the doubly-resonant
condition in the ring Brillouin fiber laser. The cavity adjustment algorithm includes three main
steps:

1. Experimental recording of the Brillouin traces with the original cavity. Determination of
the Stokes envelope positions.

2. Calculation of the length ∆L, which must be taken out from the cavity in order to transfer
the resonance peak to the preselected position.

3. Cutting and splicing the fiber into the cavity in order to reduce the cavity length by ∆L.

Each of these actions introduces some errors that decrease the accuracy of the technique [21].

The experimental determination of the central wavelengths of the envelopes λm-1, λm, is
accompanied by some errors δλm-1, δλm, which depend on the accuracy of the equipment used
to measure the wavelength. The standard uncertainty of the peak order m can be estimated
from eqn. (4) with the error propagation formula as:

( )2
1

2
,m

m

m m

m l
d dl

l l-

=
-

(6)

where δλm-1 = δλm = δλ are the standard errors in determination of the peak location.

The ordinary error of the peak position δλ in our experiment is equal to 0.1 nm; however, with
additional averaging over a number of oscilloscope traces, we get an uncertainty equal to 0.05
nm. Even higher precision can be obtained because the tunable laser Agilent 81940A is
arranged for typical absolute wavelength accuracy equal to ±5 pm with repeatability ±1 pm.
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Figure 7 shows the standard error of m versus the cavity length L for different accuracies of
the peak position measurement. The dependence is calculated utilizing eqns. (6) and (1–3) for
λm equal to 1550 nm. The method delivers absolutely correct value of the peak order only for
the very short cavities. For the cavities with lengths 4.0–8.0 m, the uncertainty of m reaches 1–
2%. Nevertheless, the relatively high error of the peak order m makes minor contribution to
the final error of the adjusted resonance peak position.

Figure 7. Standard error in calculations of Stokes peak order m.

Without loss of generality, we can assume that we transfer the (m-1) order peak toward the
preselected position, which is located between the m and (m+1) order peaks. With this
assumption, the maximum standard uncertainty of the required length reduction ΔL can be
estimated as:
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ç ÷-è ø

(7)

Figure 8 shows the uncertainty δΔL  versus the length of the laser cavity L . The errors in the
estimation of the cutting piece ΔL are less than 0.6 mm for the 0.1 nm error in the position of
the resonance peak for 4 m-length fiber cavity.

Now with eqn. (5) we can estimate the inaccuracy in the position of the (m-1) order peak which
we move at desired wavelength λ0. The resulting errors in the position of the peak due to
cutting and measurement errors are shown in Fig.9.

The error in the position of the adjusted peak due to measurement errors is equal to 1.6 MHz.
This error is thus significantly less than the linewidth of Brillouin gain profile in the fiber,
which is equal to about 30 MHz. However, the main errors of the method occur due to
inaccuracies of the cut-splice procedure. Fortunately, even for the 1 m-long fiber cavity with
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1 mm cutting error, we get only an error of 11 MHz in the final peak position, which is quite
reasonable for practical applications. Therefore, the algorithm provides good precision for the
adjusted peak location with ordinary measurement and cutting accuracy.

Besides the adjustment of the double resonance, the proposed technique allow finding of the
fiber cavity length:

1
2
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m m

m mA
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l l
l l

-

-

æ ö
= ç ÷ç ÷-è ø

(8)

However, the error in the length estimation with eqn. (8) is relatively high. Figure 10 shows
the standard errors in the estimation of the fiber cavity length, which was calculated utilizing

Figure 8. Standard error in estimations of cavity reduction length ΔL.

Figure 9. Standard error of the adjusted peak position.
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eqn. (8) with error propagation formula. The standard uncertainty of the cavity length exceeds
30 cm for the 8-m-length cavity and 0.1-nm errors in the peak position measurement. Thus,
more precise measurement of the peak location is required for the accurate determination of
the cavity length with this method.

Figure 10. Error of the estimation of the cavity length.

3. Doubly-resonant Brillouin fiber laser passively stabilized with self-
injection locking phenomena

In this section, we present a single-longitudinal-mode, doubly-resonant Brillouin fiber laser,
which is passively stabilized at the pump resonance frequency by employing the self-injection
locking phenomena.

The experimental configuration of this passively stabilized SLM Brillouin fiber laser is shown
in Fig. 11. The Brillouin laser is pumped by a standard MITSUBISHI FU-68PDF-V520M27B
DFB laser with a fiber output and a built-in optical isolator. The output radiation of pump
laser, which operates at a wavelength equal to 1549.7 nm, is connected to the optical circulator
OC1, amplified by an Er-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) up to 30 mW and launched into the
fiber-optic ring resonator (FORR) through another optical circulator OC2. The FORR comprises
two couplers, polarization controller, and contains approximately 4-m-long fiber. The feed‐
back switch (FS) provides the possibility to switch-on or switch-off the optical feedback signal
reaching the DBF laser. The FORR was preliminary adjusted for double resonance at pump
wavelength equal to 1549.7 nm by utilizing the algorithm described in the previous section.

Once the pump laser gets a resonance with the ring laser cavity, the growing optical feedback
forces the DFB pump laser to operate at the cavity resonance frequency. After such locking,
any slow detuning of the cavity resonance caused, for example, by temperature variations, is
compensated by a matching deviation of the pump laser operation wavelength.
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The linewidth of pump laser was measured with the delayed self-heterodyne technique. An
all-fiber spliced Mach–Zehnder interferometer with a 15-km delay fiber in one arm and 20
MHz phase modulator supplied by polarization controller in the second arm is used for this
purpose. Figure 12 shows delayed self-heterodyne spectra of unlocked (Fig. 12a) and locked
DFB (Fig. 12b) pump laser at port D of Fig. 11.

Figure 12. Delayed self-heterodyne spectra of the DFB pump lasers; a) unlocked laser, b) self-locked pump laser.

For the unlocked DFB laser, the full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) linewidth was estimated
equal to 4 MHz, assuming that the line shape is Lorentzian. Meantime, the linewidth of the
locked pump laser reduces by more than 1000 times (see Fig. 12b) [22].

With the resonance, the power, which is circulating inside the FORR, is increasing up to the
Brillouin threshold. After the SBS threshold is reached, some of the pump energy is converted
into a Stokes wave, traveling in the opposite direction inside the ring. The main part of the
backward-propagating Stokes radiation is relaunched into the FORR but the other part goes
out and is available at ports C and E.

Figure 11. Configuration of the Brillouin laser with self-locked DFB pump laser; OC – optical circulator, PC – polariza‐
tion controller, FS – feedback switcher.
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Figure 13. Polarization state during 30 s: a) unlocked, and b) locked DFB pump laser.

Figure 13 shows time-behavior of the polarization states of the unlocked and locked DFB pump
laser recorded at port D during 30 s. The free running and locked laser emitted nearly
completely polarized light with degree of polarization (DOP) equal to 98–99%. However, the
locked laser demonstrates a slightly better temporal stability of the polarization. Whatever the
feedback, the Stokes wave polarization significantly varies in time (see Fig. 14).

Figure 14. Polarization state of the Stokes radiation during 30 s.

The maximum output Stokes power at port C was about 5 mW providing approximately 40%
Brillouin laser slope efficiency. The Stokes linewidth is expected to be narrower than the pump
one [23]. Indeed, Fig. 15 shows the delayed self-heterodyne spectra of the Stokes component
of the Brillouin laser from which the double linewidth 2∆ν can be estimated to be equal to 10
kHz with 20 dB criterion that corresponds to 1 kHz with 3 dB criterion [24]. It should be noted
that the delay length of 15 km is too short to obtain the incoherent mixing, which is required
in the measurements utilizing delayed self-heterodyne technique. For the 0.5 kHz linewidth,
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the length of the delay fiber should exceed 100 km. However, the error due to the shorter delay
fiber can lead to visible large-scale oscillations in self-heterodyne spectra and an increasing of
the estimated linewidth in comparison with actual one [24]. For this reason, the actual
linewidth of the Brillouin laser is better than the measured value equal to 500 Hz.

Figure 15. Delayed self-heterodyne spectra of the Stokes radiation of Brillouin laser.

Figure 16 illustrates a typical time-behavior of the Brillouin laser without locking. When
optical-feedback (FS) is switched off, the injection locking of the pump laser is disabled and
the stable resonance is never observed. Indeed, the pump power is almost totally reflected
from FORR to port B. Without locking, the pump power inside the Brillouin laser cavity is
small. So the transmitted pump power and the Stokes component are almost negligible at ports
A and C, correspondingly.

On the other hand, optical feedback drastically changes the operation mode of the Brillouin
laser (see Fig. 17). When FS is switched on, the Brillouin laser starts to operate mostly at the
resonance mode of the FORR. The pump power mainly goes inside the FORR and the reflected
power at port B becomes negligible. Analysis of the powerful single-frequency Stokes emission
measured at port C shows that the observed regime consists of stable Stokes radiation for some
duration, interrupted by short-time jumping intervals that are believed to be related to the
hoping of the resonance mode of the fiber laser. It is clear that a more detailed analysis of this
phenomenon is needed.

The variation of the transmitted pump power varies in antiphase with the reflected power,
leading to a strong time correlation between the pump power and the Stokes radiation. The
experimental conditions greatly modify the durations of the stable resonance-intervals and
jumping-intervals. In the experiment presented here, ordinary SMF-28 fiber was used inside
the FORR and the cavity was not stabilized against vibration and temperature. Under these
conditions, stable Stokes radiation is usually observed during 0.5–5 s.
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Figure 16. Oscilloscope traces when optical feedback is “switch-off.”

Figure 17. Typical oscilloscope traces when optical feedback is “switch-on.”

We believe that stability and efficiency of proposed technique can be noticeably improved with
temperature stabilization and, for example, by utilizing polarization-maintaining fiber in the
Brillouin ring cavity.

4. Brillouin fiber lasers passively stabilized with adaptive grating

In this section, we present another approach for passive stabilization of SLM DRC Brillouin
laser that demonstrates even narrower laser linewidth than the one that was reported in the
previous section. In this method, we utilize a population inversion grating, a side effect of the
population inversion mechanism, which, along with the refractive index change effect, is
widely used in many devices based on rare-earth doped fibers [25–32]. Here, dynamical grating
is self-organized in the piece of the un-pumped Er-doped optical fiber and able to adjust the
laser mode to the cavity resonance frequency. The adaptive all-fiber method was applied in
combination with two coupled FORRs that were used for preliminary pump-mode selection
and Stokes generation.
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The experimental laser configuration is shown in Fig.18. Optical gain is supplied by a 4.5-m
segment of erbium-doped single mode fiber (SM-EDF) pumped by 1480-nm laser diode
through a 1480/1550 wavelength-division multiplexer (WDM). Optical circulator (OC) and two
isolators (OI) provide unidirectional pump propagation through the cavity. To get single-
frequency generation, the laser cavity also comprises two coupled FORRs.

Figure 18. The laser configuration; OC- optical circulator, PC – polarization controller, OI – optical isolator, WDM –
wavelength-division multiplexer, PM EDF – polarization-maintaining erbium-doped fiber, SM EDF – single-mode
erbium-doped fiber.

This combined cavity has superior intermodal spacing, allowing the laser to operate only at
modes that are common for both ring resonators, i.e., to suppress multilongitudinal-mode
generation [33, 34]. The FORR-2 with a short fiber length is used only as a frequency-selective
element only. High-fidelity FORR-1, comprising relatively long fiber, is used as a frequency-
selective element and as the Brillouin laser ring cavity. The FORR-1 consists of two 95/5
couplers, polarization controller and contains 20-m length of a standard SMF-28 fiber used as
an efficient media for Brillouin Stokes generation. The radiation at the Stokes wavelength is
mainly emitted through port B, while port D is used to measure the parameters of the pump
radiation. We install a fiber polarizer inside the main laser cavity that ensures single polari‐
zation mode of the pump radiation. A 1.7-m section of un-pumped erbium-doped polarization
maintaining fiber (PM-EDF) has absorption of about 5.5 dB/m at 1530 nm and, in combination
with the narrow-band fiber Bragg grating (FBG) interferometer, operates as an adaptive ultra-
narrow-band reflector. The FBG interferometer is a Fabry-Perot cavity made of two uniform
FBGs inscribed in the PM single mode optical fiber and separated by ~0.8 cm. It has 95% main
reflectivity peak at 1547.37 nm with a FWHM equal to about 0.07 nm. In the course of this laser
operation, the optical waves traveling in the un-pumped fiber section in opposite directions
interfere to form a standing wave that causes inscription of a population inversion grating in
the fiber. Indeed, the two-wave mixing effect [35] is the key phenomena used here to make the
grating highly reflective at the inscribing light wavelength. The two-wave mixing being
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strongly power-dependent, the grating reflectivity peak is enhanced at the laser resonance
frequency and this high reflection reduces the cavity losses, leading to a further enhancement
of the resonance frequency. Any slow detuning of the frequency, for example, due to temper‐
ature variation, is followed by the matching shift of the adaptive grating reflectivity peak.

The measured Brillouin threshold for this laser was about 4 mW. Optical spectra of the Brillouin
laser recorded at the ports A and B with 5 mW pump power are shown in Fig. 19.

Figure 19. Brillouin laser optical spectra at ports A and B.

The Stokes power at port B was about 0.3 mW, providing approximately 30% slope efficiency
of the pump-to-Stokes power conversion. The peak at the Stokes wavelength is about 20 dB
higher than the peak associated with the Rayleigh scattering of the pump wave (see Fig. 19).
Because of this high spectral contrast, this signal could be further amplified by an extra Er-
doped amplifier without significant degradation of the signal-to-noise ratio.

The linewidths of pump and Stokes radiations were measured with the delayed self-hetero‐
dyne technique with a 25.3-km delay fiber in one arm and 15 MHz phase modulator in the
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second arm. In this experiment, the beat signal is detected by a photodiode and an RF spectrum
analyzer with a frequency resolution of about 100 Hz. Figure 20 shows the delayed self-
heterodyne spectrum of the pump radiation recorded at port D. The pump FWHM is estimated
to be 300 Hz. When increasing the pump power, the Stokes radiation appears at port B. As the
pump frequency is resonant for FORR -1, the power circulating inside FORR -1 is about 35
higher than the power at the resonator input. This supports effective generation of the Brillouin
radiation in FORR -1 comprising longer peace of fiber rather than FORR -2. The pump-to-
Stokes power conversion efficiency is higher when FORR -1 is resonant not only for the pump,
but also for the Stokes wave frequency. So, theoretically, we need to adjust the double
resonance at FORR-1. However for the 20-m long cavity, the FSR is significantly smaller than
the Brillouin gain width, so the resonance peaks are overlapping and this provides the double
resonance without any adjustment [20].

The Stokes wave linewidth is expected to be narrower than the pump one. Figure 20 shows
the delayed self-heterodyne spectrum of the Stokes wave that corresponds to a linewidth at
half-maximum equal to about 100 Hz.

Figure 20. Delayed self-heterodyne spectra of the pump and Stokes radiations.

Typical time-behavior of this Brillouin laser is very similar to that reported before. Stable pump
and Stokes power activities are observed during some time intervals that are interrupted by
short-time jumping. There is a strong correlation between the time-behavior of the pump and
Stokes radiations inside the cavities, where jumps of the pump power are always followed by
Stokes power fluctuations. Moreover, below the Brillouin threshold, the Stokes radiation is
negligible, but the laser dynamics is nearly the same as the one observed above the threshold.
Environmental conditions strongly affect the stable interval durations and these stable
durations could be significantly increased by an effective acoustic noise protection of the laser
cavity. The stable time intervals of 0.2–1 s are typical for unprotected laser, which operates in
regular lab environment [36].
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5. Conclusion

We have presented two approaches for designing passively stabilized single-longitudinal-
mode doubly-resonant Brillouin fiber lasers.

In the first approach, the SLM DRC Brillouin fiber laser is passively stabilized at pump
resonance frequency by employing the self-injection locking phenomenon. For precise setting
of the ring fiber cavity to the double resonance at any preselected pump laser wavelength, we
design a special algorithm that delivers good accuracy of the resonance peak location with
ordinary measurement and cutting errors. We have demonstrated that the locking phenom‐
enon decreases the pump laser linewidth by a factor more than 1000 times and generates a
Stokes wave with linewidth of about 0.5 kHz.

In the second approach, the pump fiber laser is stabilized with adaptive grating recorded in
un-pumped Er-doped optical fiber. The laser is shown to emit a single-frequency Stokes wave
with a linewidth narrower than 100 Hz. This result is a significant progress in the field of
passively stabilized Brillouin lasers.

The stable regime for both Brillouin lasers is observed during some intervals that are inter‐
rupted by short-time jumping-intervals. We believe that the laser stability can be further
improved by utilizing fully polarization-maintaining fiber spliced configuration and a proper
cavity protection system.
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